
                                                                                   

 

           

       
 
Prior to changing out your new heat control unit, please make sure your smoker is NOT plugged in!! 
 
 
 

§ Remove all grilling racks from inside the smoker including the rack holders on the side 
§ Remove the plastic control knob on the top of the smoker by pulling straight up 
§ Remove back panel of smoker by removing the screws and safely placing them in a pile to reinstall 
§ Remove the three fiberglass panels from the back of smoker and place to the side of your work area 
§ Remove guard from inside smoker that covers the heat sensor 
§ Remove silicone sealer from location were the heat sensor passes thru to the back of the smoker and then pass 

sensor thru smoker wall to remove 
§ Remove the two nuts and then remove the two screws to release control assembly from the smoker panel 
§ Install the new heat control, remove electrical connections from old controller and attach to the new controller using 

the same connection positions 
§ Pass the new heat control sensor thru the smoker wall and attach sensor bracket 
§ Use silicone caulking to seal the area around where the sensor passes thru the smoker wall 
§ Reverse the process to reassemble smoker  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Please note: It is recommended to take photos of what you are doing when working on your smoker 
Check our FAQ, ‘For the Customer’ and the Smokin-It customer forum (all on our website) for additional information 

Please contact us at smokin.it.info@gmail.com if you have any questions or concerns                        
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How to Change 
Heat Control 

(Analog smokers only)  
 

Tools required for changing 
heat control unit:  
Ø Phillips head screw driver 
Ø Small adjustable wrench 
Ø Pliers 
Ø Silicone caulking 

   
   
   

Mission Statement: 
To provide the best product at the 

best price and provide superior 
customer service for all your 

Smokin-ItÒ needs!! 
Innovative products 

No retail mark ups or middleman 


